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Lecture outline

Announcements

1. Concept of homology
2. Inferring homology

1. Orthology prediction methods
2. Caveats

3. Inferring synteny
4. Visualisation

5. Applications
1. Phylogenomics
2. Genome duplications
3. Case studies



Assignment update: 
I: protocols

I look for good understanding of the methods, with clear 
versioning, input and output. And any strengths and 
weaknesess



Week Date Topic 
Week 1 3/4 Introductory lecture (Jason)

Week 2 3/11 Linux and R; basic usage (Jason)

Week 3 3/18 *Practical I: Statistics in R (Jason)

Week 4 3/25 Mapping and Case studies (Jason)

Week 5 4/1 Genome Assembly (Jason)

Week 6 4/8 Comparative Genomics (Jason) <- this week
Week 7 4/15 Transcriptomes (Jason)
Week 8 4/22 Alignment to phylogenies (Professor Jia-Ming Chang)
Week 9 4/29 Amplicon / Metagenomic (Jason)
Week 10 5/6 Population Genomics (Dr. John Wang)
Week 11 5/13 *Study week (no class; Protocol assignment due)
Week 12 5/20 *Midterm exam (Students)
Week 13 5/27 *Final presentation I (Students)
Week 14 6/3 *Final presentation II (Students)
Week 15 6/10 *Practical I: Statistics in R (Jason)
Week 16 6/17 *Practical II: RNAseq analysis in R (Jason)
Week 17 6/24 Experiences in NGS library preparation and construction (Dr. Meiyeh Lu)
Week 18 7/1 *Study week (no class; R assignment due)



Recommended book

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-1-4939-7463-4

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%252F978-1-4939-7463-4


Homology



Termed before Darwin’s time!

Wiki

Sir Richard Owen KCB FRS (20 July 1804 – 18 
December 1892) was an English biologist, comparative 
anatomist and paleontologist.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knight_Commander_of_the_Order_of_the_Bath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fellow_of_the_Royal_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biologist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparative_anatomy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleontology


Homology

“the same organ in different animals under every 
variety of form and function” – Richard Owen 

Owen 1843, p.379
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homology_(biology)



Darwin later reformulated homology as a result of
“descent with modification”

http://darwin-online.org.uk/

http://darwin-online.org.uk/


Homology

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homology_(biology)

The wings of pterosaus (1), bats(2) 
and birds (3) are analogous as 
wings, but homologous as forelimbs.

Homologs (any features: genes, trait, 
morphology) share ancestry



Search for similarity , collinearity, conservation of 
morphological characters

Slide of Fred Tekaia



Beware ; why?

If you think about the 
meaning of homology, 
then it really makes no 
sense

55% married?
45% grandmom?



1929 - 2011

(1970)



Extension of homology to sequences

Two sequences are homologous if they share the same a common ancestor



Extension of homology to genomes / species 
Similarity of individual sequences at different levels (sequence similarity ; domain 
combinations)

Hueimien Ke



Extension of homology to genomes / species 

Similarity of individual features (ordering and rearrangement) 

Hueimien Ke



https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article/64/2/365/1633524

…He also writes that “This book, although ostensibly 
about homology, is really a book on evolutionary 
developmental biology” (p. 3). Wagner argues that “the 
origin of novel characters and novel body plans is one of 
the most important but least researched questions in 
evolutionary biology” (p. 3)….

Günter Wagner has thought long and hard about 
homology in relation to character identity, and in his new 
book he goes into great detail about why we should use 
character identity as the basis for the homology of 
morphological characters. For readers of Systematic 
Biology, the book is also a reminder that every 
morphological character used in a phylogenetic 
analysis is a hypothesis of homology, and that great 
care is needed when deciding whether morphological 
characters in different organisms are likely to be 
homologs.

https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article/64/2/365/1633524


Why comparative genomics? – A summary

Compare multiple genomes now a norm

Similarity and differences between genomes 

Use genomes to study evolution of these species:
• At various resolution (whole genome, chromosomes, 

regions, genes, base pairs)
• Identify the genomic basis of key phenotypes 



Evolution process of a genome

Tekaia (2016)



Sources of gene innovation 
(Intuitive as genome gain genes of new functions)

Slides of Antonis Rokas



Evolution by gene loss

Albalat and Cañestro (2016)



Reveal the evolutionary relationships among species



Link evolutionary processes with function

Clark et al (2007)



Comparing genomes



Orthology



From homology to orthology

Homologues are sequences derived from a common ancestor... 
• What are then orthologues? and paralogues? 

Original definition of orthology and paralogy by Walter Fitch 
(1970, Systematic Zoology 19:99-113): 

"Where the homology is the result of gene duplication so that both copies have 
descended side by side during the history of an organism, (for example, alpha and 
beta hemoglobin) the genes should be called paralogous (para = in parallel). 

Where the homology is the result of speciation so that the history of the gene 
reflects the history of the species (for example alpha hemoglobin in man and mouse) 
the genes should be called orthologous (ortho = exact)." 



Tekaia (2016)



Why is orthology important?

Slide of Fred Tekaia



Usage of “ortholog” and ”paralog” 

Koonin (2005)



Corollary



More precise definitions



Importance of assigning correct orthology

Important implications for phylogeny: only sets of orthologous genes are expected 
to reflect the underlying species evolution (although there are many exceptions) 

The most exact way of comparing two (or more) genomes in terms of their gene 
content. Necessary to uncover how genomes evolve. 

Implications for functional inference: orthologs, as compared to paralogs, are more 
likely to share the same function



Ortholog inference methods



How to detect orthologous genes?
- The most intuitive way: Best Reciprocal Hit (RBH)

Slide of Fred Tekaia



Sequence by clustering

Slide of Fred Tekaia

Produce clusters (gene families) using
different inflation parameter



How to detect orthologous genes?

Slide of Fred Tekaia



Tree reconciliation 

Stolzer et al (2012)

Detection of speciation and duplication events using a 
species tree and gene family tree 



Orthology prediction methods

Gebaldon (2008)

a) Best bidirectional hits
b) COG, MCL-clustering approach 
c) InParanoid
d) Tree reconciliation
e) Species-overlap (PhylomeDB) 



Methods

Similarity
Rely on genome comparisons and clustering of highly similar genes to identify 

orthologous groups (suitable for large genome datasets)

Phylogeny
use candidate gene families determined by similarity and then rely on the 
reconciliation of the phylogeny of these genes with their corresponding species 
phylogeny to determine the subset of orthologs
(Good and more interpretable for small set of genomes)

Others
Combination of (1) and (2)
Some uses synteny



Tools

Tekaia (2016)



Tools overview

Nichio et al (2017)



Every tool kind of disagrees…

Pryszcz et al (2011)



Caveats



Evolution of multi-domain proteins

Song et al (2008)



Problem of clustering to assign gene families when comes to 
different domain combinations

Gabaldon and Koonin (2013)



Detection can go wrong: Example of an orthology misleading 
situation 



Effect of HGT on orthology and paralogy
(If orthology is simply inferred by gene content)

xenologous gene displacement

Koonin (2005)



Caveat: Do orthologs, as compared to paralogs, are more 
likely to share the same function?



Some designs for the study of gene duplication. 

Studer and Robinson-Rechavi (2009)



Testing duplication combining transcriptome dataset

Colbourne et al (2011)

Born to be alike

Born to be different

Born to be useless



Summary point

Koonin (2005)



Comparing genomes beyond gene level



Extension of homology to genomes

Gene family gains and losses in previous lecture

Comparing genomes at different resolution
Synteny (gene content on the same chromosome )
Colinearity (gene content + order conservation) 
DNA-based alignments (base-to-base mapping) 



Extension of homology to genomes: synteny

1989



Synteny
conservation of gene content 

Ehrlich (1997)

Each unit is gene



Synteny and colinearity

Slide by Klaas Vandepoele



Inferring gene collinearity

Slide by Klaas Vandepoele

Correctly identify orthologs
+

Determine their position on the genome



Whole genome alignment

Slide of Mike Schatz

For two genomes, A and B, 
find a mapping from each 
position in A to its 
corresponding position in B

In reality, Genome A may 
have insertions, deletions, 
translocations, inversions, 
duplications or SNPs with 
respect to B (sometimes all of 
the above)



Aligning genome at nucleotide / amino acid level
Visualise through dotplot

duplication

inversion

González and Liao (2008)

missing



Aligning genome at nucleotide / amino acid level
Visualise through dotplot

Slide of Mike Schatz



Relationship between genome synteny, syntenic orthologs and 
duplications

https://genomevolution.org/wiki/index.php/Syntenic_comparison_of_Arabidopsis_thaliana_and_Arabidopsis_lyrata

https://genomevolution.org/wiki/index.php/Syntenic_comparison_of_Arabidopsis_thaliana_and_Arabidopsis_lyrata


Relationship between genome synteny, syntenic orthologs and 
duplications

Hane et al (2011)



Different kinds of genome synteny

Hane et al (2011)

genes are conserved within homologous chromosomes, 
but with randomized orders and orientations

genes are conserved within homologous chromosomes, 
and with colinear gene regions



Why are we interested in synteny and collinearity? 
Establish relationship between species



Why are we interested in synteny and collinearity? 

Swalla (2006) ; Mark et al (1997)

Evolutionary conserved features 
(orthologs, synteny, collinearity) are good 
indicators of functionally important genome 
regions



Why are we interested in synteny and collinearity? 

Stein et al., PLOS Biology 2003

Evolutionary conserved features 
(orthologs, synteny, collinearity) relate
to genome biology

The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium Science 1998



Why are we interested in synteny and collinearity? 

We can reconstruct evolutionary 
histories of gene & gene families 
and eventually lead to
functioning of species 



Why are we interested in synteny and collinearity? 

We can reconstruct 
ancient karyotypes 
that eventually lead 
to better 
understanding of 
evolution of species 

Kohn et al (2006)Zheng et al (2013)



Some caveats



Assembly quality likely to influence synteny observation

Stein et al., PLOS Genetics (2003) Ross et al., PLOS Genetics (2011)



Syteny based scaffolding: use with caution

for example, in ‘orphan’ species where there is little research 
investment in the past, we can still create consensus 
chromosomal assemblies based on comparative maps against 
multiple, closely-related genomes as a collection of 
‘references’ …Correct?



Syteny based scaffolding: use with caution

Dang et al (2018)



Comparing genomes beyond gene level



PhastCons



Global patterns of evolution for different aspects of the transcriptome

Necsulea and Kaessmann (2014)



Comparative genomics of longevity ageing (with focus)

Gorbunova et al (2014)



Meadows and Toh (2017) Nature Review Genetics

Designing a sequencing project: 2017 version



Genome visualisation



http://circos.ca/presentations/talks/circos_intro/



http://circos.ca/presentations/talks/circos_intro/



http://circos.ca/presentations/talks/circos_intro/



http://circos.ca/presentations/talks/circos_intro/



http://circos.ca/presentations/talks/circos_intro/



http://circos.ca/presentations/talks/circos_intro/

Circos



Circos



Applications of comparative genomics



Phylogenomics

Phylogenomics aims at inferring detailed information about the evolutionary histories of organisms by 
using whole genomes rather than just a single gene or a few genes. The term was coined by Jonathan 
Eisen in the context of prediction of gene function 

It would be difficult or impossible to understand the evolutionary history of an organism, even 
having available its whole genome sequence, in isolation. So it is always the case the 
phylogenomics is practiced for sets of genomes.



During the last 50 years, phylogeny has become more and more based on molecular data, increasingly 
favoring homologous sequences over morphological characters. This approach has been 
extremely fruitful, producing constant improvement in the accuracy and resolution of 
phylogenetic reconstruction together with our understanding of evolutionary processes at the 
molecular level. 

However, we have known all along that we are barking up the wrong trees: with increasing 
sophistication in the models of sequence evolution, we have been reconstructing trees describing 
the history of fragments of genomic sequence, which we will liberally call “gene” in this review, 
but never the history of species. Gene trees are not species trees (Maddison 1997).

https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article/64/1/e42/1634124

https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article/64/1/e42/1634124


Each level of the hierarchy contributes to generating phylogenetic signal that can lead to 
differences between reconstructed gene trees. 

Szöllősi et al (2014) Systematic Biology



Processes that may induce gene trees that are different than the 
actual species tree

i) Incomplete lineage sorting

When a species splits in two, allelic lineages 
sort into the two descendant species, and 
this lineage sorting varies along the genome. 

If speciation events are close in time, the 
lineage sorting process may be incomplete 
at the second speciation event and lead to 
gene genealogies that do not match the 
species phylogeny



Processes that may induce gene trees that are different than the 
actual species tree

(II) Duplication and Loss
a locus may generate a duplicate
somewhere in the genome, and then both 
may be inherited or just a single copy is 
maintained in each lineage.

(III) Horizontal Gene Transfer
(HGT): a donor DNA segment (from taxon 
A) is transmitted and incorporated into the 
host’s genome (taxon B) 

(IV) Hybridization/Introgression
in extreme cases of lateral transfer, or 
upon mixing of related species, different 
regions of the genome will bear two 
distinct evolutionary histories;



Why is Studying (Ape) Speciation Important? (Example)
These studies also led to rich discussions about the suite 
of factors that may have contributed to promoting 
speciation in the last common ancestor of humans 
and African apes, as well as the factors that might 
have contributed to creating the amazing diversity of 
Hominins that co-existed with each other during the 
Pliocene and Pleistocene (Foley 2002). 

https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/primate
-speciation-a-case-study-of-african-96682434

For many years, there was considerable debate about 
which of the African apes is our closest relative…. The 
general consensus that emerged is that we share a more 
recent relationship with chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) 
and bonobos (Pan paniscus) than we do with gorillas 
(Gorilla gorilla) (Ruvolo 1997, Chen & Li 2001).

Current estimates indicate that up to 30% of the sequence 
of the human genome is more closely related to Gorilla 
than to Chimpanzee due to this process (Scally et al. 
2012).

https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/primate-speciation-a-case-study-of-african-96682434


Probably the most common (easy) way to construct alignment of 
concatenated gene shared across all species



Probably the most common (easy) way to construct alignment 
of concatenated gene shared across all species (but this is 
wrong)

Important drawbacks:

(1) it hinders variation among gene trees by 
assuming implicitly that all of them 
conform  to a single species tree;

(2) if sampling was heterogeneous across 
species there may be too much missing 
data, which can affect topological 
reconstruction; Or limited number of genes 
shared among all species

(3) large data sampling effects inflate 
credibility in some clades; 

(4)spurious hidden support can lead to 
support for non-existent clades; and 

(5) in case of moderate to severe levels of ILS, 
supermatrix can become statistically 
inconsistent. 



From genes to supertrees Instead of forcing all gene trees to comply to a single tree, 
supertree methods infer the best topology for each 
gene (using the same phylogenetic method for each), 
and then a topological consensus is obtained. Such 
methods are able to make consensus trees even if the 
number of leaves among gene trees differs but overlaps to 
some extent, for example when a gene has not been 
sequenced for some taxa



Current methods A step beyond supertrees is the use of methods that take 
into consideration specific evolutionary processes that 
may be responsible for differences in gene topologies, 
and then estimate the species tree which would most 
likely have generated such gene trees, under different 
scenarios



Shen et al (2017) Nature Ecology and Evolution

…Here, we use a maximum likelihood framework to quantify the distribution of 
phylogenetic signal among genes and sites for 17 contentious branches and 6 well-
established control branches in plant, animal and fungal phylogenomic data 
matrices. We find that resolution in some of these 17 branches rests on a 
single gene or a few sites, and that removal of a single gene in concatenation 
analyses or a single site from every gene in coalescence-based analyses 
diminishes support and can alter the inferred topology



Shen et al (2017) Nature Ecology and Evolution

Visualizing phylogenetic signal in a phylogenomic data matrix



Shen et al (2017) Nature Ecology and Evolution



Five models models of tree of life

Dagan and Martin (2006)



Tree of life

Slide of Fredj Tekaia



Tree of life

Slide of Fredj Tekaia



New Tree of life

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/12/science/scientists-
unveil-new-tree-of-life.html?_r=0

Hug et al (2016)

The third trunk that Woese and his colleagues
identified included little-known microbes that live in
extreme places like hot springs and oxygen-free
wetlands. Woese and his colleagues called this third
trunk Archaea.

Dr. Banfield said she expected new branches to be 
discovered for eukaryotes, especially for tiny species 
such as microscopic fungi. “That’s where I think the 
next big advance might be found,” Dr. Banfield said.

Dr. Hug disagreed that scientists were done with 
bacteria. “I’m less convinced we’re hitting a plateau,” 
she said. “There are a lot of environments still to 
survey.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/12/science/scientists-unveil-new-tree-of-life.html%3F_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/07/science/under-the-sea-a-missing-link-in-the-evolution-of-complex-cells.html


New Tree of life

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01496-w

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01496-w


Domains in debate

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01496-w

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01496-w


Horizontal gene transfer (HGT)



Inferring HGT require 
1) species phylogeny  ; 2) gene phylogeny 
3) extensive taxon sampling

Szöllősi et al (2015)



Complicated history of genes: dig into finer details



Visualisation of gene content / families 



Welch et al (2002)



Illustration of a gene content Venn diagram 
for three hypothetical genomes A , B, and C

Schematic representation of a presence/absence gene 
matrix. Genomes are represented in columns,
and gene families are represented in rows



Phylogeny + Venn diagram to show expansion/loss

Foth (2014)



Trend of venn diagram…

Foth (2014)



Gene and genome duplication 



Why study gene duplication? 
Gene duplications are traditionally considered as a major 
evolutionary source for protein new functions 

Wiki



Ｗithin species

Kellis et al (2004)



Between species

Kellis et al (2004)



Whole genome duplication model

Kellis et al (2004)



Determining ancestral conservation

Slide of Fred Tekaia



Genome duplication in the teleost fish Tetraodon nigroviridis
reveals the early vertebrate proto-karyotype

Jaillon et al (2004)



Reconstructing ancient genome rearrangement

Jaillon et al (2004)



Reconstructing ancient genome rearrangement

Jaillon et al (2004)



Pineapple genome

Ming et al (2015)

Genome alignment

Colinearity of genes
Evolution of chromosomes



Symbiosis



Martin Embley & William Martin
Nature 440, 623-630(30 March 2006)



Genomes from bacteria, insect 
endosymbionts, chloroplasts, and 
mitochondria form an unbroken continuum 
of size and coding density. The plot is 
truncated at 10 Mb and 10,000 genes.

McCutcheon (2016) Current Opinion in Cell Biology

“Insect endosymbionts are missing (genomic) links 
between bacteria and organelles. It is now widely 
appreciated that all animals form symbioses with bacteria. 
Insects are especially interesting in this regard because 
they form many intracellular symbioses — that is, they 
allow bacteria to live inside their cells — that are not 
pathogenic from the host perspective”



Case study: Mealybugs



Mealybug cells, showing Tremblaya (red), Moranella (green) and mealybug nuclei (blue). 
Credit: Ryuichi Koga, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, 
Japan

Triple Symbiotic Relationship between Mealybugs, Tremblaya princeps, 
and Moranella endobia



Predicted Essential Amino Acid Metabolic 
Contributions of the Mealybug-Tremblaya-
Moranella Symbiosis

Gene homologs found in 
the Tremblaya genome are blue; 
the Moranella genome, red; both 
the Tremblaya and Moranella genomes, 
purple; neither the Tremblaya nor 
the Moranella genome, gray; activities not 
found in either bacterial genome but 
predicted to be encoded in the mealybug 
genome, green.

McCutcheon and Dohlen (2011) Current Biology



Genome degeneracy of a bacterial 
endosymbiont is driven by its own 
endosymbiont

•HGT from diverse bacteria to the 
insect host genome support the three-
way symbiosis

•Endosymbiont genomes can 
massively degrade without transfer of 
genes to the host



FilipHusnik et al., (2013) Cell

Horizontal Gene Transfer from Diverse Bacteria to an Insect Genome 
Enables a Tripartite Nested Mealybug Symbiosis





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRI2JxTzJ-
0&list=UUlSV2Tk7x-wBBXP6-VCNbNw

Even more fascinating case

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=XRI2JxTzJ-0&list=UUlSV2Tk7x-wBBXP6-VCNbNw


More case studies: 



Case study

Chaw et al (2018)

We present reference-quality genome assembly and annotation for the stout camphor tree 
(Cinnamomum kanehirae (Laurales, Lauraceae)), the first sequenced member of the 
Magnoliidae comprising four orders (Laurales, Magnoliales, Canellales and Piperales) and over 
9,000 species. Phylogenomic analysis of 13 representative seed plant genomes indicates 
that magnoliid and eudicot lineages share more recent common ancestry than 
monocots. Two whole-genome duplication events were inferred within the magnoliid 
lineage: one before divergence of Laurales and Magnoliales and the other within the 
Lauraceae. Small-scale segmental duplications and tandem duplications also contributed to 
innovation in the evolutionary history of Cinnamomum. For example, expansion of the 
terpenoid synthase gene subfamilies within the Laurales spawned the diversity of 
Cinnamomum monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes.



Stout camphor tree genome

Chaw et al (2018)



Stout camphor tree genome

Chaw et al (2018)



Stout camphor tree genome

Chaw et al (2018)



Chen et al (2018) Nature Plant

Magnollids
Rendón-Anaya et al (2019) PNAS ; avocado

Still unresolved…

Hu et al (2019) Nature communications ; black pepper



Green plants (Viridiplantae) include around 450,000–500,000 species1,2 of great diversity and have important roles in 
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Here, as part of the One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, we 
sequenced the vegetative transcriptomes of 1,124 species that span the diversity of plants in a broad sense 
(Archaeplastida), including green plants (Viridiplantae), glaucophytes (Glaucophyta) and red algae 
(Rhodophyta). Our analysis provides a robust phylogenomic framework for examining the evolution of green plants. 
Most inferred species relationships are well supported across multiple species tree and supermatrix analyses, but 
discordance among plastid and nuclear gene trees at a few important nodes highlights the complexity of plant 
genome evolution, including polyploidy, periods of rapid speciation, and extinction. Incomplete sorting of ancestral 
variation, polyploidization and massive expansions of gene families punctuate the evolutionary history of green 
plants. Notably, we find that large expansions of gene families preceded the origins of green plants, land plants and 
vascular plants, whereas whole-genome duplications are inferred to have occurred repeatedly throughout the 
evolution of flowering plants and ferns. The increasing availability of high-quality plant genome sequences and 
advances in functional genomics are enabling research on genome evolution across the green tree of life.

1KP (2019) Nature

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1693-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1693-2


1KP (2019) Nature



….The conserved 
regions fall into five 
large subtelomeric, 
contains the 7-bp 
telomeric repeat in a 
variable number of 
near-exact copies



The var genes code for proteins which are 
exported to the surface of infected red blood 
cells where they mediate adherence to host 
endothelial receptors, resulting in the 
sequestration of infected cells in a variety of 
organs. These and other adherence properties 
are important virulence factors that contribute to 
the development of severe disease



• long-read sequencing to 
generate end-to-end 
genome assemblies for 
12 strains representing 
major subpopulations of 
the partially domesticated 
yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae and its wild 
relative S. paradoxus. 

Nature Genetics volume 49, pages 913–924 (2017)



• enable precise definition of chromosomal 
boundaries between cores and subtelomeres

• S. paradoxus shows faster accumulation of 
balanced rearrangements (inversions, reciprocal 
translocations and transpositions), S. cerevisiae
accumulates unbalanced rearrangements (novel 
insertions, deletions and duplications) more 
rapidly. 

• Such striking contrasts between wild and 
domesticated yeasts are likely to reflect the 
influence of human activities on structural 
genome evolution.

Nature Genetics volume 49, pages 913–924 (2017)



Our analysis revealed lineage-specific (LS) genomic regions in F. oxysporum that
include four entire chromosomes and account for more than one-quarter of the
genome. LS regions are rich in transposons and genes with distinct evolutionary
profiles but related to pathogenicity, indicative of horizontal acquisition.
Experimentally, we demonstrate the transfer of two LS chromosomes between
strains of F. oxysporum, converting a non-pathogenic strain into a pathogen.







Looking back in 2003

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/sci/301/5634/793.full.pdf

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/sci/301/5634/793.full.pdf


How genome evolved; 
How genome functions

Why comparative genomics? – A summary

• Duplication (genes, chromosomes, whole genomes)
• Conservation
• Specificity
• Inferring Paralogs, orthologs
• Families (clusters) of paralogs, of orthologs
• Gene Transfer, introgression between species
• Origin of genes



Why comparative genomics? – A summary

Compare multiple genomes now a norm

Similarity and differences between genomes 

Use genomes to study evolution of these species:
• At various resolution (whole genome, chromosomes, 

regions, genes, base pairs)
• Identify the genomic basis of key phenotypes 



https://www.notion.so/References-papers-links-in-start-learning-genomics-b7e57b28e9194bb29a02f483e0b894ad

Reference

https://www.notion.so/References-papers-links-in-start-learning-genomics-b7e57b28e9194bb29a02f483e0b894ad

